Mut)$Cale Air-Sea InteractWft GrOllp, Florida S1QU Uniwrsil)'. Tallahas.ree A wind-driven,l1OII1inear, reduced gravity, primitive equatim model is used to simulate the circulation cI: the northeast Pacific Ocean includmg the northeast Gulf of AJaska. 11IC mOOel includes the affects of bottoo1 tOIX>graPlY. Model geometry m~ses the entire Gulf of AJaska regim frc:m V an~ver Island to west of K<XIiak Island. This region is traditimally beyond the latiwde limiu of the reduced gravity model imposed by a weakening thermocline away ~ the equator. The model resolutioo, 0.025" in latitude and lmgitude, is very fine. This is die first time that a model of this type and resolutioo has been successfully run at these latitudes. Ahhough we expected that such resolutim would allow the mesoscale eddy field to devdop, it did not. One reason may be the coarse spatial and temporal winds. Twenty year of Comprehensive OceanAtmosPlere Data Set pseudo wind stress data used to drive the model are statistically analyzed to obtain a wind stress climatology. After model lPn-up, the mmthly stresses for 1986-1989 are used to drive the model. The model reproduces many of the regional oceanographic features such as the Alaskan Gyre, the Alaska Current, the Alaska Coastal Current, the Sitka eddy, and an intense, cyclonic eddy (that has not yet been reponed in the literature) northwest of the Queen OIarlotte Island in the spring. In additim, the model displays seasonal and interannual variability. Model results are validated through comparisons with National Ocean Service coastal sea level records and a multilayer, oceanic basin scale model being run at the Institute for Naval Oceanography. 
The northeast (NE) PacifiC Ocean's irregular coastline, large seasonal wind stress fluctUations, high freshwater discharge rates, and complex oottom topography make it an interesting region of smdy. The mvironmental variables believed to have a significant impact on fish survival, growth, and migration in die northeast Pacific include temperature, salinity, currents, as weD as stability, turbulence, and turbidity [Mysak, 1986] . Th~efore the circulation of the NE Pacific Ocean is important to fisheries' IM::tivities, since die Gulf of Alaska is a major habitat for many species of commercially harvested fish (e.g., salmon, halibut. and herring) [Cummins and Mysak, 1988J . Ocean variability is likely to be an important factor in die year-to-year changes in fish stock recruitment and remrn migration routes of certain fish species. For example, K. Hamilton and L. A. Mysak, in bodi joint and independent studies, have presented evidence soowing d1at die migration routes of sockeye salmon may be significantly affected by die "Sitka" eddy (see Hamilton [1985] , Mysak [1986] , and Hamilton and Mysak [1986J for details) . The NE PlM:ific may also be important from a global perspective. Lowfrequency variability in die NE Pacific may be linked to E1 Nmo-Soudtem Oscillation (ENSO) events in die ttopical Pacific through p-opagating coastal Kelvin waves and disruptions in die general atmospheric circulation caused by ENSO events [Emery INow at Naval Oceanography O:mmand Detadm1ent, Moffet Field, California. 1m by the American Geophysical Ullim. and Hamilton. 1985; Mysak, 1986; Johnson and O'Brien, 199Ob] .
The focus of this study is to use a wind-driven, reduced gravity model to simulate the circulation of the NE Pacific Ocean and examine the seasonal and interannual variability of the flow. The NE Pacific region is beyond the trlMlitional oolDlds of applicability for reduced gravity models, and diis research tests some of the limits of dieir use. The red\x:ed gravity model has not been used at this latitude before, generally because the thennocline is not as sharp or persistent as in the equatorial ocean, the usual region of the reduced gravity model's use.
Twenty years of Comp'ehalSive Ocean-Atmospilere Data Set (COADS) [see Climate Research Program, 1985] pseudo wind stress data were statistically analyzed to obtain a wind stress climatology. After spin-up using this climatology, the mond1ly slress for 1986-1989 is used to drive the model The model reproduces the Alaskan Gyre, the Alaska Current, the Sitka eddy, and an intense, cyclonic eddy northwest of Queen Charlotte Island., We validate model results using NOS coastal sea level records and odier data.
We hypothesized that the high resolution of the model was sufficimt to produce the many fme-scale eddies observed in this region, but die model did not produce numerous eddies. The primary limiting factor, we speculate, is the coarse spatial and temporal scales of the forcing winds. Additionally, increasing the number of layers to allow baroclinic instabilities, or including thermodynamics, might allow the model to reproduce the eddy field. Efforts are being made to extend this work to include fon:ing from remote coastal Kelvin waves and including freshwater influx from thc laOO. This paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 is an overview of the circulation in the NE Pacific Ocean. In section 3 we discuss the physical domain, equations, and boundary of its mean flow). However, Reed et al. [1980J reported that Ohtani [1970 and Favorite et al. [1976J concluded that baroclinic transJX)rts were fairly constant. Reed et al. [1980J believe that although rather large changes in transport do occasionally occur, they do not appear to be seuonal in nabUe. Evidence from Reed and Stabeno [1989) supports the timings of others that the stream may move laterally offshore, the mechanism for wbjcb is not known. Shoreward of the inner edge of the Alaskan Stream lies the Alaska Coutal CUII'=L The preserx:e of the ACC is mainly due to two flCtors: (1) high rates of freshwater diIcl1arge md (2) intmse wiJxt stresses [Royer et aI., 1990] . Royer et aI. [1990] JX>ints out that the seuonal signals of wind JtreJJ IJ¥i wind streas curl are the largest in the North Pacific. Cyclonic (co1D1terclockwise) storm systans povide d1e wind stresses and create coutai convergaK:eS and downwelling of surf~ w [ Royer et aI., 1990] . The euta:ly winds associlted with b lowp:essure stonn systems drive coutal converg=ce [Royer et aI., 1990] , enhancing the density-driven flow due to freshwater nUX)ff [Royer et aI.. 1990 ].
The relative!; dilute ACC hu an intense westward velocity (20-180 cm.-) and is confined mainly to within 20 kIn of b shore [Royer et aI., 1990] . Transports in the upper 100 m arl ut 2 x 105 m3 s-1 with seasonal fluctuations of .rout 1 x 10--' m s-1 [Royer et aI.. 1990] . Modallnalysis of CurraIts. wiIKiI. md freshwater discharge iJ¥iicateJ dtat the prim8ry mode of die alongshore flow component is nearly all due (0 sea levelsIopes md is related to the upwelling index, a meuure of the onshoreoffsJue Ekmm IIansport [Royer d aL, 1990 ].
Till. Suka Eddy
The Sitka eddy is a recurring, weU-developed, anticyclonic baroclinic eddy whose diameta' ranges from 200 to 300 kIn and wOOse depd1 extends to 1000 In. aJ¥I possibly to u deep u 2000 m [TDbata. 1982] . The Sitka eckIy is usually fo\DKI widIin a few hundred kilometers of SitU. Alaska, in the vicinity of 57°N, 138°W (PilUle 3) [TabatQ. 1982] . The average surface lpeed of the edElY. at 8OOut 50 kin from the center. is approx.imately 15 an 1-1 (relative to 1000 dbar). with a maximwn val~ reaching almost 40 c:m 5-1 [Tabata. 1982] . The av~aa~ buoclinic Irlnlport in the upper-l000 dbar laYf is 5 x 100 m 1-1. with a maximum approaching 8 x 106 m 5-1 [Tabata. 1982] . The lraDSlXJrt of the eddy is mainly confined to the upper SOO m [TabatQ. 1982] . Drifting b\X)y data, on die ~ band, show the average speed of the eckiy to be 8OOut 70 c:m 1-(at abcx1t 70 kIn from the center) [Tabata. 1982] . The tddl ~ to propaaate westward at a minimum rate of 1.5 kIn d-,similar to the Rolsby wave pOp8&atim ~ of -1 kIn d-l [T abata, 1982] . The eddy appean to have formed locally (there is little evidence to show that it drifts into die uea from elsewhere) and to persist for a year and a half u it propaaates westward [Tabata. 1982] . The three molt important eddy-generating mechanisms for this eddy appear to be annospheric forcing. topographical inte3:BCtion. and ~ instability of die mean currents [Tabata. 1982] . While local atmospheric forcing may not be the generating mechanism for the eddy. it may be the source of eI1erIY needed to sustain the eddy [Tabata. 1982] . Willmott aM M}'.fak [1980] suggested that the generating mechanism for this and other northeut Pacific eddies is atmospherically forced baroclinic Roslby waves that Wldergo multiple reflections along the couts of British Colwnbia and The Alaskan Stream is bounded offshore by weak eastward flow and iIIsMre by flow reversal (toward the east) cx by weak flow mat does not contribute to h ttmspon [R.d et aI., 1980] . The flow rcversais and weak flows were identified by Royer et aI. [1990] u the seaward limit of the ACC. The inshore edie of die stre8D1 is frequently in wafer ~ than 300 m [R.d et aI., 1980] . Initial volume transports computed from the geostrophic cmrents near Adak Is~ (west of the model boundary) were sppoximately 6 x 10 m s-l [Favorite. 1967] . WUId-driven trlJlSlXJrt integrated ~IS SOON between 155OW and die NOrth American coot &mO\mtecl to 5.2 x 106 m3 I-I, eslentially balancing the observed transport in the Alwan Stream [Favorite, 1967] . Reed et aL [1980] computed ,t mean volume transport (adjusted to 1SOO dbar) of 12 x 10 ~3 s-l with mininlum IIxI maxim1m1 values of 81Jxi 17 x 106 m s-l, .uly 3 times greater than diOle computer by Favorite. Long-term integrated total wind-driven transports in the gulf cited by Reed et aI. [1980] (from an WlpublislJed,/8P!'rt by Ingraham et al., [1916» vary from aOOut 20 x 100 m-' 5.1 in winter to less than 5 x 106 m3 ,-1 in spring and summer, with cmlIiderable year-toyear variations. The observed narrowness of the stream and cxmtinuity of trII1Sport also support the view that it is a western boUJKiary current related to the general distribution of wind stras [FaYOrite, 1967] . n., most Itriking ~ about die wind stIeIS transport is die ord«~f-magnitude change from winter to spring and summer [Reed et aI., 1980] . Large values usually occur u eEly u October and persist du'ough Femuary or Man:h [Reed d aI., 1980] . AldiOugh integrated wind Sbell curl ov~ die Gulf of Alaska (presumably the driving mechanism for the Alaskan Stream [Favorite, 1967» increues by an order of magnitude from swnmer to winta:, it is not clear if the Itream hu any seasonal variation in bIIOclinic volume 1I8I1sport [Reed. 1984] . The data IX'eseJ1ted by Reed et aI. [1980] do not support the existence of any significant seasonal variation in the baroclinic transport that could be associated widt the large-lCale seuonal changes in the wiM stress over the Gulf of Aluka. In fKt. die correlation coefficient between the mean wind stress b'ansports and observed transportl wu only 0.04 [Reed et al., 1980] . Conversely, Royer [1981] indicated that dtere wu a 9K poI.bility of seuona1 variation in die AJasb C\UTent (whM:b he~ Alaska [Mysak., 1985] . It was recognized. however, d1at topographical interactions could contn"bute to die production of the Sitka eddy, and local topography may be why the eddy seems to form near the same location year after year [T ahara, 1982; Mysak.. 1985] . Swaters and Mysak. [1985] have proposed that the Sitka eddy forms by interaction between the steady coastal cmrent and variable bottom topography [Mysak.. 1985] . It may be difficult to separate the two proposed generating mechanisms for the Sitka eddy (topographic interaction [Swaters and Mysak., 1985] and superposition of forced Rossby waves [Wil1m«t and Mysak., 1980] ).
.2 . Eq IIQIiorLf
The model momentum and continuity equations, in spherical coordinates, are those given by Johnson and O'Brien [l990b] . We use the equations in die transport mode for ease in lUlDlerical ca1cu1ations. The model equations arẽ -1-1-(~ 1 a ruv ) at + ac0s8 atlH) + ; "cilH -~sine)v (1) 2.4. General Bathymetry of the Region TaNia [1982] observed that the bathymetry of the northeast comer of d1e Pacific Ocean (see Figure 2 ) is char~terized by a relatively large area of abyssal plain whose depth ranges from 3000 to 5000 m. The width of the continental shelf (distance from shore to the 200-m isobath) in this region varies from less than 25 km off the west coast of Queen Charlotte Islands to 30 kill off Baronof and Chigagof islands, to 90 kill off Yakutat, to a maximum of 160 kill east of Kodiak Islatxi [Tabata, 1982] . The continental slope is relatively steep; its depth generally increasing seaward from 200 to 2000 m widrln 25 km [Tabata. 1982] 
3. THE MODEL
Background
The northeast Pacific model is a nonlinear, reduced gravity, primitive equation model widi one dynamically active layer above an inactive deep layer. This model simulates the first baroclinic mode, from which we expect to be able to estimate interannual variabilities of surface currents, diermocline depdt, and sea level along die northeast Pacific Coast. The interface between die two layers simulates die ocean pycnocline.
The model domain ( Figure 1 ) extends from 450 to 6O0N and from die west coast of North America to 155°W. The domain encompasses die entire Gulf of Alaska region from soudi of Vancouver IslaIKi to Kodiak Island. .ruNBMJ JI' a:-KODIAK .. :
where , aId 9 are Iongimde and latitude, respectively; U and V are transport in dte east-west and north-south directions, respectivell; H is upper layer depth; g'=(&p/p)g is reduced gravity; 't and ~ are the wind stresses applied to the upper layer . a body force; A is die eckIy viscosity a)efficient; a is the radius of the Earth; and n is the angular velocity of die Earth (values for each of dtese parameters are given in Table 1 ). Latitude and longitude increase in the northwa1d and eastward directions, respectively. Model resolution is 0.0250 in bodt the zonal and meridional dir~tions, resulting in a grid sPIcing of 1.4 km (at 6O°N). B is a variable coefficient that adjusts the gravity wave phase speed in relation to bottom topography (see next section). See Dube et aI. [1986] for detailed derivations of the model equations. This model provides no infounation about dte vertical strucbJre of the ocean, except for an estimate of the d1emlocline depth, nor does it contain any thermodynamics. The time step is 5 min (one model year takes 4.2 hours to run on one processor of the Cray YMP). The model array size is 621 x 301 on a staggered "C" grid (see Figure 7 ) (see Arakawa [1966] for "C" grid details). The model utilizes a leapfrog scheme for time integration. Every seventy-sevendt step, a forward time differencing is used to eliminate the computational mode. The viscous terms are treated using the DuFort-frankel scheme that eliminates excessive storage. Additional details of the mJmerical scheme are given by Dube et aI. [1986] .
The model is spun up from a state of rest using climatological wind stress data. The winds are ramped up ov~ a period of 20 days. 17,768 wiM stress fields. These wind fields were interpolated to fit the model grid in Ip.:.e and time. Details of the wind stress data analysis and intelJX>lation techniques are discussed in IectKm 4.
An overlay of coutal geographical bo\U1daries on top of model geometry and bathymetry is shown in Figure 2 . The bathymetry is from the National Geophysical Data Center (NGOC') data Id.
Sev~al munerical all were completed to examine d1e effect of the parameter B on the coutal Kelvin wave. We ran cues with B varying linearly widtlatinxJe, varying offshore (to mimic a conrlnental shelf), and sinusoidal variation alonphore. As expected. d1e 1Inp~ of the wave decreased }X>Jew8rd. IUd die wave's phase speed chm&ed consistent widt chan&e5 in B. We believe that me resulll presented here are not due to numerical artifacts or noise from d1iI method of simulating variable bottom fOJX>gr&P1y.
BOMIIdary CINwliIioIIS
The no-slip OO\U¥1ary conditions (ie=v=O) Ire imposed on all a>asta1 oo\U1d8rles. Open bowIdary coJKIitjons using a variation of the Sommerfeld radiation condition (Equation (4», are imp>sed on the southern and western botmdaries. On the southern boundary only, the SODunerfeld radiation condition follows th8t of R-and Smedstad [1984) , where die solution is separated into a global (free) and local (fon:ed) solution. The Sommerfeld condition is applied to the local solution. and the solution is updated and Idded to the global solution to recover the total solution. It is 4. FORaNã +F~ =0 (4) where .., is my variable md F, variable, is determined locally. oondispersive Kelvin waves. It R~by wava. 
COADSWinds
Twenty years (from 1970 to 1989, inclusive) of DMmrhly mean peudo wind stress data were extt8:ted fIoIn the Ccxnprehellsive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set to force the model. A climatolOlical monthly mean pseudo stress from this 20-year data set is used for model spin-up. After spin-up, the mond1ly mean silas for 1986-1989 is used to drive die m~l.
We examined die data staJisticany ud rmloved outliers. Data are deleted when there are fewer than fIVe observatioos for my liven month md when either the I/. or v component of the monthly mean pseudo Itreas is greater d\8n 3 staIKiud deviatiOlll from d1e 20-year mem. Fewer d\8n 0.711, of die orilinal data are deleted during this JX'Ooedure. Missing data are replaced by interpolation using a spatial nine-point weighted mesh on the data grid for my given month. One application of a H8m1ing filter (using a 1/4, 1/2. 1/4 weightinJ) in oom the oX and Y djrectjons is used to e1imina1e ~ aIKi 2Ay mise. The roADS data are 'mtapolaled to the model grid using the bicubic spline interpolation subroutines found in the Intemational MaIhanatical Subroutinc Ub:ary (IMSL). Linear interpolation interpolates winds to the 5-rnin m<xiel time step.
Prior to using the COADS wiIMi stress to drive the model. we computed the curl of the wind slress from me filled and smoomed data. and analyzed it using ~cal orthogonal f1mction (BOP) analysis (also known u principal COIn}X'nents analysis).
spatial aId temporal vlriations of the data [Hardy and Walton. 1978) . The analysis can be P«formed on vector as well as scalm data. The data 00 not have ~ be equally spICed. BOPs will work. independent of the order of the data. The data order becomes significant when the EOP results are mapped baI:k into the spatial or tanfXJIal grid. The EOP method is ~ by Hardy and Wallon [1978) . Table 2 lists d1e ~e and cmnulative pacattage of the variance for the first nine eigenvectors. The cumulative percentage of all eiganvecton (modes) is 100'1,. Using the Overland and Preisendorfer [1982) significance test for principal CODIIXmCDts. we detenniDed that the first nine modes me significant at the 9S% level Statistical significmce implies that tile spatial patterns CanJK)t be reproduced by a spatially and temporally mx:orrelated ranckxn ~ (i.e., d1e spatial pattems are oot noise).
EOF MetlIod
Hard) ' and Walton [1978) provide 811 excellent general delcripim of EOF analysis. Ind litt1e discussion of this medlOd will be provided here. The analysis begins with an array of observations or measurements arranged into a rectangular matrix. For an appi9fii'.ate set of measurema\ts taken in time and sp.:e, the EOF analysis empirically derives the primary 43. EO F Anal)',,;"
The 20-year tsnporal mean subtt-=ted from d1e da1a is shown in Figure 4 . The Aleutian low is typically centered at SOON, 180oW, during the winter months. In the spring this lowp:euure system relaxes and moves northwestWard. Durin& the sumnier mon1h5 the Ire& is dominated by ~ Subcropical high usually cenr«ed at 35°N, 150oW.
The spatial modes obtained from the BOF analysis arc deviations from the mean shown in Figure 4 , but signals from one or more physical JrDCeS5es may overlap in an £OF õ ften making it difficult to relate a single ~ to a particular BOF pattern. Interpretation of HOF spatial panems is bISat on the kmwn physics of mc analyzed da1a and requires one to examine the spatial picture., the time series, and the mean simultan~usly. The most ck>minant spatial pattern is shown in Figure 5 . This panem is modulated by me time series shown in Figure 00 . Notice that me positive ~aks occur m~y during the winter months. This BOF pattern may be mought of as high and low contours oscillating from positive to negative as modulated by me time series. For e~ample, in me winter of 1978, mere is a large positive pe;Ik in me time series. The positive region of curl in the southwest of me first-mode spatial pattem is increased and 00ded to the mean spatial pattern. This is me ~ua1 southward (northward) migration and intensification (weakening) of me Aleutian low in winter (summer). The "H" contour near 55 oN, 136°W, is probably due to a low-pressure system frequently l~ in that vicinity. The "H" contour in conjunction with the diagonal band of negative contours establishes a pressure gradient along me coast. This pressure gradient forces the aJUlual coastal sea level signal seen in the model solution. This is discussed in detail in the next section.
Eigenvector 2 BCCOW1ts for 11.77% of the variance, and its spatial pattern is shown in Figure 7a . This figure shows the changes in the location and intensity of the Aleutian low and Subtropical high that occur during the fall and spring. This pattern is modulated in time by the time seri~ shown in Figure  7b . Unlike the other modes, mode 2 is dominated by the semiannual period. From climatology we e~t to see intensification of the Aleutian low in fall and weakening in spring. Conversely, we expect to see intensification Qf the Subtropical high in spring and weakening in fall. The diagonal band of negative contours in the spatial ~ for mode 1 is also present in this mode, but at a decreased inteD$ity. The jX)sitive contours near 55°N, 136°W in mode 1 are also presa1t in this mode, but they awear to be of higher intensity and shifted to the easL significant by the Overland and Preisendorfer [1982] method. diey acco\D1t for less and less of die total variance of die data. The physical basis for these modes is not well \D1derstood; dierefore they are not discussed further.
In summary, over 40% of die variance in the curl. of the COADS pseudo wind stress is accounted for in the first three modes. The dominant (flISt mode) spatial pattern oscillates Jrinlarily on an annual period and establisheS a pressure gradieIlt which results in a forced coastal signal that migrates to the oorthwest along the coast. The model displays a distinct annual cycle. The annUal cycle is revealed as a coastal signal that propagates from SooN northwestward along the coast beginning in early winter, arriving at Kodiak sevetal mond1s later. There is considerable phase difference along the coast This coastal signal is driven by me model winds and can be seen in the dominant annUal and semiannual wind stress curl patterns shown earlier. These modes increase in amplitUde from southeast to northwesL The model sea level first increases in the southeast, near SooN, men increases towards the northwest. High sea level initially forms along the Canadian coast during late fall as seen in Plate 2. In 2-3 niond1s the sea level all along the coast has increased in amplitude. The high sea level signal in Plate 2a moves northward and covers the entire coast from SooN to Kodiak Island by February (Plate 2b). The sea level signal begins to fall in early spring (Plate 2c), and by early fall, mere is relatively low sea level along the entire coast (Plate 2d).
There lIe some specific features generated by me model that warrant further discussion. The model occasionally generates an anticyclonic feawre near 58°N, 1400W, that resembles the Sitka eddy (Plate 3). This feanJre can be found in the model solution during all four seasons of the year and persistS for at least 2-3 months. In contrast with observations of the Sitka eddy by Tabata [1982] , the model feature is smaller and does not propagate.
Another interesting feature generated by the model is an intense cyclonic eddy feaUlre northwest of Queen Charlotte Island shown in Plate 3. This eddy persistS for up to 4 months, typically fanning in January and remaining until May. Currents of the order of 10-15 cm s-l surround this eddy with large current shear to the west. Driving mechanisms for eddy formation cannot be baroclinic instability or thermodynamic processes, as they are not part of this model. Instead, eddy formation resultS from wind forcing, ~sibly modified by topographic effectS as the fluid tries to conserve itS potential vorticity. This feature has not yet been reported in the literature. When the model is run without bottom topography, neither of mese eddy feawres is ~esent.
The results from model year 1989 (not shown) are quite different compared with the results for 1986-1988. All of the features described ~eviously in this seCtion are preset1t in model year 1989, but dtey are of weaker intensity. These differences can only be attriwted to changes in dte model forcing funCtion. This is the first time a [me resolution (0.025° or 1.4 km at 60°), one and a half layer, reduced gravity model haS been successfully nm at these high latinides. High model re.;()lution is r~ed in order to resolve the 3-to 11-km internal Rossby deformation r-nus. Figure 7b . Similarly, the positive cmnoors of th~ Aleutian low are weakened (intensified) and moved northwestward {southeastward) when the tjme series is positive (negative), an interpretation suPlX>rted by climatology. The diagonal band of negative axltoun seen in Figure 5 is also s~ here, but at a smaller amplitude. The high near SSDN, 136°W, in mode I is alJO present in mode 2, but is larger and shifted eastward. This mode oscillates at 6 mmths. (b) Twenty-year time series from EOF mode 2.
Initial attempts to verify model results were made by comparing model h field data widi mond1ly mean sea level data obtained from die Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level arid die National OCean Service (NOS). These mondUy means are computed by simply taking die mean of all of d1e hourly heights for a given month after removing the tides. A plot of the available mondUy mean sea level d4ta (figure 8) shows a very coherent signal along die coast. When the data are processed in this way, high-frequency information from storms may be aliased into them. To examine this possibility, we anal~ the hourly NOS sea level data statistically and extract an\D1aliased mondily mean. We filtered the hourly data using a tmth-order, Examination of the time series for BOF mode 1 shows that the curl is at its minimum strength during year 1989, so these differences are not unexpected.
Model Validation
One of the features of reduced gravity baroclinic models is d1at. they tend to replicate the sea surf~ height (SSH) vay well. Figure 8 . Figure 8a shows exceptionally good agreemalt between the NOS data and the model h field at Neah Bay. which is in die southeastern portion of the model domain. Agreemalt becomes poor north of Neah Bay along the irregular Alaskan COuL It is poorest at Sitka (Figure 8b ). where there are obvious phase shifts and incongruous amplitudes. In the western portion of the domain (i.e.. at Kodiak). the agreement has improved slightly (Figure 8c ). The spatial pattern in EOF mode 1 (discussed in section 4) suggests an annual wind stress foreing that establishes a pressure gradient along the coast, forcing the model solution shown in this section. Poor agreement with mean sea level may be due to an incomplete understanding of the ocean's response to wind forcing. particularly at high latitudes. or due to the simplicity of this model.
Model results were visually compared to a four layer. finite depth, 0.125° Pacific basin model presently being nm at INO (H. Hurlburt, personal communication. 1991) . A subregion of the !NO model domain for January 15 of model year 66 was selected. Our model result for the same time of year shows very good qualitative agreement between the two. Both models produce similarly shaped gyres. Convergence of the flow occurs in the same location in both models. near the formation region of the Alaskan Streant. CONaJJSIONS 1986 1916 .5 1987 1917 .$ 1988 'rEAR. 1988 ..5 1m 1919 .5 1990 We have demonstrated that a very high resolution. reduced gravity. baroclinic model simulates many of the observed oceanographic features in the Gulf of Alaska. Qualitative comparisons with other model and observational data are reasonable. It is the highest-resolution model of its type ever run at these latitudes. testing the limits of applicability for reduced gravity models.
The model accurately reproduces many of the galera! featmes of the region such as the Alaskan Gyre. the Subarctic Current, the Alaska CuIrent, the Alaska Coastal Current, and the Alaskan Stream. The model circulation displays seasonal and interannual variability. In addition. the model solution produces an anticyclonic eddy in the region where the Silka eddy is known to form. and the model generates an intense cyclonic eddy northwest of Queen Charlotte Island that has yet to be c:k>cumented. This finding warrants further investigatiOIL
The model evolution (supported by EOF analysis of the wind stress curl) suggests that the wind-forced coastal sea level signal P"Op88ates 8JUlually along the coast from southeast to northwest, although the observed sea level records suggest a signal that is in 1990 phase. Comparison of model results wid! observed mean sea level is exceptionally good in some areas and }X)Ore1" in odters.
The model shows excellent comparison with a Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory Pacific basin model. Model verification using Geosat altimetry data is currently being studied. Efforts are also being made to extend current work to include remote forcing from coastal Kelvin waves and to increase the frequency of die forcing wind field. 
